WEALTHY ELITES AND
BLOWJOBS
I haven’t seen this part of the Shadow Broker
files get mentioned. The files themselves are
addressed to, “!!! Attention government sponsors
of cyber warfare and those who profit from it
!!!!” with a description of the auction for
further files (which most people believe to be
fake).
But at the end of the Pastebin file from them,
they include this rant.
We have final message for “Wealthy
Elites”. We know what is wealthy but
what is Elites? Elites is making laws
protect self and friends, lie and fuck
other peoples. Elites is breaking laws,
regular peoples go to jail, life ruin,
family ruin, but not Elites. Elites is
breaking laws, many peoples know Elites
guilty, Elites call top friends at law
enforcement and government agencies,
offer bribes, make promise future
handjobs, (but no blowjobs). Elites top
friends announce, no law broken, no
crime commit. Reporters (not call
journalist) make living say write only
nice things about Elites, convince dumb
cattle, is just politics, everything is
awesome, check out our ads and our
prostitutes. Then Elites runs for
president. Why run for president when
already control country like
dictatorship? What this have do with fun
Cyber Weapons Auction? We want make sure
Wealthy Elite recognizes the danger
cyber weapons, this message, our
auction, poses to their wealth and
control. Let us spell out for Elites.
Your wealth and control depends on
electronic data. You see what “Equation
Group” can do. You see what
cryptolockers and stuxnet can do. You

see free files we give for free. You see
attacks on banks and SWIFT in news.
Maybe there is Equation Group version of
cryptolocker+stuxnet for banks and
financial systems? If Equation Group
lose control of cyber weapons, who else
lose or find cyber weapons? If
electronic data go bye bye where leave
Wealthy Elites? Maybe with dumb cattle?
“Do you feel in charge?” Wealthy Elites,
you send bitcoins, you bid in auction,
maybe big advantage for you?

Ostenisbly, the rant serves to warn that if such
tools get out, people might target banks and
financial systems, specifically mentioning the
hacks on SWIFT (not to mention suggesting that
if the other claimed files get out someone might
target finance).
Along the way it includes a reference to elites
having their top friends announcing “no law
broken, no crime commit.” And right before it,
this: “make promise future handjobs, (but no
blowjobs).”
Maybe I’m acutely sensitive to mentions of
blowjobs, especially those received by Bill
Clinton, for reasons that are obvious to most of
you. But the reference to handjobs but no
blowjobs in the immediate proximity of getting
off of a crime followed closely by a reference
to running for President seems like an oblique
reference to the Clintons.
If so, it would place this leak more closely in
line with the structure of the other leaks
targeting Hillary.
That’s in no way dispositive, but the blowjobs
references does merit mentioning.

